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Discussion

Comments on predictive strategies for determining retention indexes
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Simpson and Jackson [1] in their study of predic- broad, including functional groups, such as alcohol,
tive strategies for determining retention indexes of ester groups, etc. as well as structural differences
some allylic alcohols and linalyl and geranyl esters from normal alkane, such as tertiary and quaternary
by gas chromatography have relied on the discrepan- carbons atoms, cis–trans configurations, ring forma-
cies, shown in Table 1, between the (GRF) and tion, etc. to mention just a few. The observed I (I )cp obs

(GRF) values to support their proposed retention is a function of A and GRF, in addition to Z. All thep

mechanism (GRF5Group retention factor). The (GRF) values in our system are obtained by adjust-
(GRF) values were either calculated from an ing the regression coefficient (A) to 100 index unitscp

equation or taken from our published data and the (i.u.). The method can accurately predict the I values
(GRF) values were from the intercepts of regression of monofunctional compounds but is much lessp

equations of the plots of observed retention index accurate for multi-functional compounds. Since the
(I ) versus the number of atoms (Z) of the four multiple functional groups can interact with eachobs

allylic alcohols. A brief outline of the concept on other to affect the retention of the molecule, accurate
which our method [2,3] is based, is necessary for the GRFs for individual functional groups and function-
discussion on the significance of the GRF differences alities, under such situations, are difficult to obtain.
from these sources. In view of the above, the following points in

Numerous methods for retention index (I) predic- Simpson and Jackson’s publication are misleading:
tion are given in the literature [4]. The system that (i) Simpson and Jackson compared the (GRF)cp

we have proposed for I prediction is an algorithm and (GRF) values listed in Table 1 to support theirp

using the Kovats index to account for retention hypothesis. The (GRF) values were reputedly fromcp

contribution from the atoms and the GRF for contri- our published data which were obtained from regres-
bution from functionalities. The purpose is to reduce sion equations by normalizing the regression coeffi-
a complex organic compound step-by-step structural- cient (A) to 100, whereas the (GRF) values werep

ly to a normal alkane of equal number of carbon taken from the regression equations without any
atoms. An analyst can then count the number of C, adjustment. If one had normalized the A value in
O, and N atoms in an organic molecule multiplied by these authors’ Eqs. 5a and 6a, by changing 98.90 on
100 to give the base value and add to that the GRF the polar column and 107.50 on the nonpolar column
values of the functionalities in the molecule to obtain to 100, the adjusted intercept or the total GRF value
the predicted I. The definition of functionality is would have been 726 for the polar column and 144
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for the nonpolar column; these recalculated values the difference between RIs on a polar and a less
would then have been much closer to our published polar column [5] and can only be obtained when the
values than those given in Table 1. It is not generally I values on both columns are known. We stated under
meaningful to compare the intercept or the GRF the heading Carboxylic acid esters that: ‘‘On nonpo-
value of one regression equation with that of another lar SE-30 column the esters of the fatty acids were
for the same homologous series without comparing found to behave chromatographically in the same
at the same time the value of the coefficient (A). The way as aliphatic hydrocarbons [1]. The residual
residual difference between the recalculated and our polarity and polarizability of the acid ester group
published values could be attributed to the purity of may cause additional retention on CW-20M column.
the column stationary phases. That means, the polar The GRF on polar column for this molecular moiety
column used by Simpson and Jackson is more polar is equal to the column difference (DI). The methyl,
and their nonpolar column less polar than ours. Had ethyl, propyl and butyl esters have column differ-
these authors reported along with their compounds ences of 1294, 1270, 1259 and 1256 units,
the I values of some simple reference compounds, respectively. This value must be added to the baseobs

such as benzene, butanol or hexanol, ethyl hexanoate value to yield the predicted I for the ester on polar
or any monofunctional compounds that are in our column.’’ [3]. The GRF value for the ester group on
published data, we would be in a better position to nonpolar SE-30 column is essentially zero, thus
compare the polarity between their column and ours allowing the value of the column difference (DI) to
to determine whether the discrepancy is real. be used as the GRF value for the ester group on

(ii) Simspon and Jackson showed in Tables 4 and polar column; it is a special case. Simpson and
5 their calculated I and I values for linalool, nerol Jacksons’ generalization of the use of column differ-cp p

and geraniol. The authors included in their calcula- ence (DI) and its formulation into Eq. (4) where
tion the tertiary carbon and cis–trans configuration GRF should be, is not justified in theory nor valid in
in the molecule of linalool, but for no apparent practice for I prediction of esters on polar columns,
reason left these functionalities out in nerol and when the column difference (DI) is between a polar
geraniol. Had the (GRF) contributions for tertiary and a less polar column, and the less polar column
and quaternary carbons and cis–trans configuration has a non-zero value of GRF for the ester group.
in these molecules been included as they should be,
the % difference between their I , I and I valuesobs p cp
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